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How to contribute
All contributions to the club newsletter are
welcome

-

photos, articles, letters to the editor,

umour, advertisements.
Articles can be handwritten or, preferably,
on disk (Mac or PC).
Disks and photos will be returned.
h

PIease submit material to:
While the new newsletter team is being finalised,
please either place your articles in the Newsletterbox at
FGG

.g-4

Winter Series Races
The 80's not 6.lull period but a golden
Proposal for use of the upstairs area

or email articles to: fairfieldcc@hotmail.com

Please give any photographs to Meron Scott
who will pass them onto the new newsletter team.

The new newsletter team details will appear
in the next FCC newsletter.

Gopyright
All material in this publication is copyright.
Requests to reproduce any text and/or artwork
must be directed to the editor.

Fairfield Ganoe Glub Go-operative Ltd
Chairman
Tony Payne, Ph: 03 9380 2863
Email: rislrybiz@netspace.net.au

Dear all,

It's that time of the year when you start having
to choose between the red and blue or the black and

white stripes when dressing on a weekend. And
I'm talking thermals, not guernseys (however, I can
vouch that if you go to Zoli's gunday morning
session you still have time to get a good seat at the
MCG for the afternoon's exercise).
To make full use of your stripes, you can find the
starting orders in this newsletter for the Winter
Marathon Series. The challenge this year is to show

that Fairfield can still win the cup without the

coaxing of past race directors who have scarpered
off to New ZeaLand. New race directors Liz Wells
and Geoff Higgins have stepped in to take on the
coaxing roll, so there's no escape.

New FCC Newsletter Team wanted!
Once again your trusty newsletter team is catling
for club members to help put the newsletter together. This is my last as editor, and other duties at the
club for Meron and Tony mean that they are no
longer able to carry the mantle either.
Your newsletter needs you, so any mumblings of
interest will be gladly received. A full induction
course will be arranged for the loudest and most
endearing mumblers!
Happy paddling
Louise Rny

Secretary
Meron Scctt, Ph: 03 9886 7172H
Email: fai rf ieldcc@hotmail.com
Mail: P0 Box 2S3, Fairfield 3078
Treasurer and membership enquiries
Margaret Buck, Ph: 03 9489 0556 H
Email: grierson@mira.net

Building Maintenance
Stephen Beitz, Ph: 03 9859 4630 or 0412968729
Email: reefelec@eisa.net.au

Special proiects
Andre Kowalski, Ph:03 98t4tg14H
Email: tondre@bigpond.com.au

Websile: http://www.canoevic.org.aulfcc/
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Please put your contributions to the next newsletter in
the Newsletter box at the club, by 23 April 2000

or email them to lairlieldcc@hotmail.com

Report from the Chair
fhis is my first report as Chairman of the FCC
I Board and although it is only a little over a

by Tony Payne

recognising the special contribution that existing
shareholders have made in establishing the club.

month since the AGM there has been plenty of
activity behind the scenes to establish the new

As with the current system, the upfront cost of shareholding under the new system will be reimbursed to the

Board and set some targets for the future.

shnreholder should they decide to leaae the club.

Howeveq, before outlining some

of the

issues

facing the club I have the pleasant duty of thanking
the previous Directors (Marg Buck, Stephen Beitz,
Neil Griersory Ted Campbell and Paul Kearney) for
their contribution over the last year. I would also
like to introduce the new Board to you.

Marg Buck - Tieasurer and membership liaison
Stephen Beitz - Buildings, boats and maintenance
Meron Scott - Secretary, communications

Andre Kowalski - Special projects including computerisation of finances and membership details.
(Note: Andre has been appointed to fill a casual aacancy
left by Paul's recent resignation due to erpanded work

commitments.)

L:r addition to the role of Chairman, my other
responsibilities will be to coordinate the review of
the club structure and to facilitate the relocation of
the club administration to the club building.
The key issue facing the club at the moment is
the need to review the club structure and establish
new rules. This has been brought about by a change
in the Cooperatives Act in 1996 which places a
requirement for us to change the way we currently
operate.

As most of you would be aware, the current
structure has basically two classes of members namely shareholders and non-shareholders

We are currently under a very tight deadline of
April30th to meet the legal requirement for establishing our new rules. This requires approval by
both the Office of Fair Trading and our existing
shareholders.

Following registration of the new rules we
would anticipate asking efsting associates to sign
up as shareholders at the end of this financial year
when the current membership fees expire.
One outcome of the current review on club
structure has been the decision of the Board to
temporarily halt the signing up of new associate
members. This has been done with some reluctance
due to the risk of losing potential members.
However it was felt unfair to ask people to sign up
this month to a system which is currently not covered by law then ask them again, in a few months,
to sign up to a different system.
Lr order to minimise the potential damage to the
club in losing future members we are encouraging
any new applicants to:

.

Attend the club as a guest on Saturday or
Sunday club sessions.

o Attend the club as a guest in the company of an
existing club member at any time.

o Provide their contact details to go on a waiting
list.

(known as associate members). Shareholders pay
different fees and have the right to vote at formal
meetings whilst associate members pay higher fees

Should none of these opportunities be satisfactory
and the applicant still wants to join a club immediately, only then would we advise them of other

and can't vote.
This has been one of the biggest disadvantages
to the club over recent years, with a relatively small

canoe clubs.

February it was clear that this type of inequity must
change and we must set up a structure that allows

We therefore strongiy encourage all existing club
members to make yourself known to Zoli's beginners or anyone else showing interest in FCC, make
them feel at home and encourage them to stay
around. The Board will be doing its best to establish
the new rules which will be fair and equitable to all

for participation by all members, but with a fair

applicants.

and reasonable financial commitrnent.

Apart from the restructure there are many other
issues which have already been raised by members
and at Board meetings. To address these issues it is

group of shareholders running the club, and a
much larger group of associates having no real
inpul Following a meeting of shareholders on 28th

To this end the Board is currently drafting a set

of rules for the club which will require all members
to be shareholders. We recognise that the existing
minimum share contribution of $450 is likely to be
excessive for some, if not most of the associate
members. Therefore we will be developiog u
system which we believe has the best chance of
retaining all the existing associates whilst still

our intention over the next month to establish a
documented plan for the future of the club. This
will enable us to prioritise the activities, develop
budgets and allocate resources.
Continued onpage 4
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support to coordinate the club social activities,

Report from the Ghair continued
Typically issues which need to be fitted into this
plan will include:
. Building - kitchen, shower and toilet facilities,
maintenance

o

- upgrading the club boats
Grounds - driveway, landscaping plan
Communications - website, newsletter
For the club to prosper this Board recognises that
it can't do all the work. We will be relying heavily
on club members stepping forward to take on some
responsibility. We have already had Geoff Higgins
ar.d Liz Wells offering to coordinate the Winter
Race season, a task that has proven to be challenging but heaps of fun for those who have done it so
successfully in the past. Rose Curtis is looking for
Boats

.
.

another task that has the potential to be great fun.
However there are many other activities requiring input, some needing specialist skills like the

website and newsletter and others which just
require a bit of time. Representation on Canoeing
Victoria committees is another area where members could contribute. By sharing the tasks arorrnd,
nothing should be too demanding.
The Board is looking forward to the challenges
that the year 2000 will present and we know it will
be a lot easier if we get open communication
between allmembers. So we encourage you to ring,
write, email or speak to any of us in person on
issues that are important to you.
And don't forget - enjoy your paddling! .

h

Ghanged your

contact details?

Help FCC win it 3 times in a row!

Moved house recently?
Ghanged jobs recently?

Winter Series Race Directors Liz Wells
and Geoff Higgins are ready to steer FCC
toward another successful Winter Series.

Help us stay in contact with you by filling out

Winter Series Email List

or email your updated contact details to:

Send your email address to
racedirectors@hotmail.com and
you will receive an email on Monday,
two weeks before each race listing race
details and accommodation suggestions.

lairf ieldcc@hotmai l. com

lf you need a paddling partner, a boat or

the coupon below and mailing it to:

Meron Scott, FGG Secretary
P0 Box 253, Fairfield 3078

NOTE: lf you don't want

to cut up your newsletter,

please photocopy the coupon.

FGG Contact
Name Mr/MrS/MS:

transport, email racedirectors@hotmail.com
and LizlGeoff will do their best to help you.
Alternatively contact Liz (AH) 9592 8258 or
Geoff (AH) 9500 2403 10419 107 039.

Details Goupon

Get ready now for Race
Sale-Sunday9April

Given neme

1

Points races:

Address:

Div 1 & C1, TK1, WTK1, Div 7
Postcode:

Phone

Remember, you've got to be

in it for Fairfield to win it!

home:

work:
mobile:

Mail coupon to:
Meron Scott, FCC Secretary, P0 Box 253, Fairfield 3078
or email your new contact details to: fairfieldcc@hotmail.com
L-r-

------r
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New Newsletter Team Wanted
Join in the fun of producing the FCC
newsletter. Call Meron Scott on 98367172
to join this exciting team,

The 80's not a lull period but a g0lden period
lmpressions of Fairfield Ganoe Glub through the eyes of a young George Wakim just starting out!
by George Wakim

I started paddling at FCC late in 1979 nd trained
lsolidly through to 1987. My memories of the club in
those days are as follows:
. Portable toilet near the landing with no toilet
paper and home to the wild life.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Membership of less than 50.
Frightened to go up the steps of the o1d
condemned dubhouse. No showers and
possum poo everywhere.
No socialising. Paddlers trained hard and went
straight home.
When the old club house was demolished the
boats were kept outside and there was no facilities at all.

Workingbees most weekends
Dudley bailing me up to help with work around
the club that he would be doing and letting me
know, "its your dub not mine".
o New dub building - only downstairs open for
boat storage. Freezing cold and dark in winter.
. Zoh's squad was mainly young sprint
paddlers from Ivanhoe and Fairfield.
. The old landing was dangerous.
Despite the difficulties encountered by paddlers,
Fairfield Canoe Club actually produced more
Australian representatives and gained greater "on
water" success than in any other decade in the club's
proud history.

I

remember many Fairfield paddlers making
Australian teams to World Championships during
that era. Paddlers which I remember are:
Bass Wakim (3 times C7,CZ)

Andrew Marshall (2 times C1,C2)
Frank Lambert (2 times C1)

Dianne Szigeti (LK4)
(l am sure there mny haoebeen others thnt l'oe not known.)
Not a bad success rate for a "11i7" decade as
described at the FCC gOttr girthday speeches.
All of the above I am sure would have had to raise

all the funds themselves to compete overseas and
provide all their equipment at their own cost. Many
I am assured endured financial hardship through this
period with very little support available.
I was a little embarrassed and humbled to get such
acknowledgement for our single Eip (with Nick

-

World Sprint Champs

-Aug

1999,

instrumental in assisting Nick and I with fun&aising
a boat and all members were totally behind us. I
consider ourselves to be privileged by this.
I also see the kind of encouragement and support
given to me and the'pride'shownby Club members
of fellow members representing Australia along with
the increase in the social side of the club. This is by far
the more enjoyable part of being a member compared
to the 'stictly business, 80's decade'.
I am lucky to have been part of both eras and
appreciate how hard it was for so many of my
fellow Club members during the 80's. However, I feel

for

I

am now reaping the benefits of foundations laid
down by many paddlers te form what has now

become a Club that is vibrant, supportive and fun.

Proposal for use of upstairs club area
FCC could become a focal point for paddlers from
abroad to stay and train in Melbourne. The upstairs
area is ideally sized and laid out to accommodate
people for sleeping. If used this way it wouldbe very
similar to some Danish and German clubs that have
residential facilities. I believe there is an opportunity
for FCC to provide good quality, cheap accommodation for internationals, convenient to the water.

A surprising number of intemational travellers
from Germany, Denmark, Italy and Bulgaria have
stayed with FCC members or used FCC facilities as

guests in the last 4 years. There are also a number of
National teams looking for somewhere to hain prior
to the Olympic Games.

I

Peter Ohman (3 times CL,C2)
Simon Brian (1 time C1)
John Doak (Partly FCC 1984 Olyrnpics)
Robert Stratskovich ]nr (K1)
Andrew Kerekes lnr (K2)
Melissa Mayne (LK1, LK2, )

Richards

the past two years. Fairfield Canoe Club was

Mtan)

when there had been so many great paddlers out of
the club only ten years previously.

Those paddlers mentioned did not have the

support and encouragement that I have received over

also see this as an opportunity to think about

reciprocal agreements with dubs abroad, so when
FCC members travel, the option exists to make contact with dubs in the area, either for serious training
or for enjoyment. Our small (but growing) junior
popr:lation may find this an attractive offer in future,
as well as our aspiring national representatives who
may want to get some (more) international experience at a more manageable level.

Ir. my travels I stayed in canoe clubs in Denmark
and Germany, and was shown amazing hospitality by

locals living close to dubs in Germany, Poland,
Portugal and Hungary. We have friends in Canada
and France, so the network is limited but slowly

growing. If FCC members or their friends are willing
to take in paddlers from abroad for short (or extended) periods of time, please let me know
With aspiring elite paddlers in the dub, it can only
be to our benefit to make these travelers welcome.
Being so far from the action in Europe or America, our

options for improvement are to travel, leam from
word of mouth, or learn from videos.
Nick Richards
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Graics, Shacks and Whacks
An anatomy ol the Paddies' action-packed 1999 Murray Marathon
by Russell Peace (Rusty)
Peace from the inJamous "Paddies"kayak
competed in the L999 Murray Marathon.
Russell gives us an insight into the component
parts of the 'Paddy machine.'

Dussell

ht"u-,

We are the Paddies, we race hard, then we empty
the kegs;
We're on the Munay, we'rc in a hurry, we're gonna
T-bone the Smegs!

Chorus:

Let's paddle on, thrashing eaeryoflq
Let's paddle on, the Paddies are number one.

The first verse and chorus of our team song, to the
tune of Blister in the Sun, prophetically embodied
the Paddies' 1999 assault on the Murray Marathon.

Indeed we raced aggressively on the wateri we
made heaps of mischief off the water and ensured
that healthy rivalry prevailed amongst our archenemies, Ivanhoe, Team Smeg, Black Betty and the
Tocumwal River Rats. After all, we had a reputation to uphold!
T}ire 1999 campaign heralded the growth of the
Paddies in quality and quantity. We fielded three
teams of eight in the mixed TK2 relay, a TK2 full
distance team, manned by Shane Cavagna and Paul
McKay, and Andrew McCormell (aka Mr Mav)
went for glory in the full distance TK1 division.
Our first team, Paddy Craic, who finished thfud
last yeaq, was on a mission. Led by Simon Sharrock,
Paddy Craic had come to the Murray with the
singular objective of winning and, to this end, had
thoroughly prepared themselves.
Our second team, Paddy Shack, astutely led by
Brendan Kenna, wanted to convert last year's
eleventh placing into a top five position. As a
member of the Shacks I publicly endorsed this goal,

Andrew McConnell needing sorne rest after a hard day's
paddte. Photo: Geoff Higgins
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but privately thought that BK had been sniffing too
much araldite when repairing the boats. Our third
team, were the Paddy l/hacks. Ably led by Rae
Lesniowska, the Whacks were a diverse ensemble
of lawyers, school teachers, uni students and other
shady characters. To ensure that the Paddies'ying
and yang were in harmony, the Whacks were there
to have a red hot go and a lot of fun along the way.
Day L - Yarrawonga to Tocumwal
Following the usual Paddy pre-race catastrophes Glenn Anderson blew up his transmission, Dan

Knight's Toorak Tractor carked

it

and Kyllie

Douglas discovered that she'd left her hair dryer at
home - the Paddies were ready to tace. In what
became a daily ritual for the Cfaics, Simon and
Wendy Gowing literally left the opposition in their
wake with explosively quick starts. The Shacks'

high profile father and daughter act Peter and
Nicola Thompson also got off to a fantastic start,
whilst the Whacks got a feel for the water temperature. Four TK2s impersonated submarines in what
was a spectacular start to the big event.
New to the Marathory I envisaged conditions of
searing heat, sunbum and dehydration. How naive
us city boys can be, for it was exactly the opposite cold, wet and dismal with mud up to our proverbials! Initially looking resplendent in our white
rashies and electric blue lycra knicks, by the end of
the day most of us were covered in mud, hovering
over the vents of car heaters trying to restore core
body temperature.
Elements aside, it was a great day for the
Paddies. The Craics had crafted a significant
S-minute lead to hold poll position; the Shacks had
paddled superbly into fifth position and the
lMhacks, after a few highs and lows, were in the last
quartile.
Day 2 - Picnic Point to Echuca
Someone in the Red Cross organising comrnittee
has a sick sense of humour. Broadcasting an awful
version of. Morning hns Broken over loud speakers at
5:50am just didn't work for me, nor did it, I suspect,
for the other 900 competitors. Poor taste in music
aside, the Paddies were ready for another big day.
Fuelled by Weeties, toast and Musashi bars, we
sprayed on our lycra, clutched our paddling
weaponry and headed off to the Picnic Point starting line.
After another commanding start, disaster struck
the Craics. Their 2-week-old, high-tech boat
snapped a steering cable causing them to lose over
20 minutes in time. Following some bush surgery
on the banks, they powered off and played catchup to Ivanhoe all day. Meanwhile, BK and Sarah

Notwithstanding the blessing we received from
the Cohuna Pope, our enthusiasm was blunted by

Graics, Shacks and Whacks continued

difficult paddling conditions. The remaining

Paddy Logistics

sections of the river were either shallow and slow

Number of Paddies: 27
Number of support crew: 4

Money raised lor Red Cross: over $5000
Number of hours training: 4-6 pw per Paddler
Paddy highlight: Winning the mixed TK2 relay
Paddy lowlight: The morning after our victory

celebntions
Paddy recommendation: Paddle hard, party harder!

Flanagan got the Shacks off to a great start, which

we maintained all day, notwithstanding the infamous Murray winds, to consolidate our number
five position. Similarly, the \A/hacks had a very
dogged day, making significant ground on their
opponents to finish 14th.
In the paddy "paddle hard; party harder" traditiory our notorious Echuca booze cruise got into full
swing that evening. Pizza, VB and cheap champagne was the order of the day, as the Paddies,
'Team Smeg', The Ducks and assorted others
chugged up the river musing over the day's
exploits. Our multi-faceted one-man band blasted

out the

classics, providing the catalyst

for rival

Paddy and Smeg Latin-American dancers to pulse,
swirl and gyrate to the bitter end. Once again the
Smegs were vanquished and Chris Sando and
Annette Kendall, the Paddy-victors.
Day 3 - Echuca to Torrumbarry
The picturesque environs of Echuca provided the

backdrop to Day 3. Amid colliding boats and a
number of tip-ins, all three Paddy teams negotiated
their way through the calamity to successful starts.
The rest of the Paddies split into two factions those without hangovers headed off to the next
checkpoint to paddle the second leg. The more
fragile Paddies, who were nursing sore heads from
the previous night's merriment, slurk off to one of
Echuca's groovy cafes for serious lattes, toasted
sangers and the odd pie.
With light winds and the restoration of blue
skies and sulshine, the paddies paddled strongly
and consistently across the day. The Craics had regained first position; the Shacks had consolidated
fifth position and the \A/hacks had made further
ground to attain 13th position. Thus, spirits were
high at the Torrumbarry finish line as the Paddy
machine built a full head of steam. We blasted out
our team song, for anyone who wished to listen,
carneras clicked, official marathon video cameras
whirred and many tinnies were cracked.
Day 4 - Murrabit to Swan Hill
We surfaced on the last day full of vim and
vigour. The Paddy team spirits were overflowing
and we were all poised to seize the day.

moving, demanding more of our bodies than we
really wanted to offer, or it was a swirl of fast moving currents and eddies inviting us in for a swim.
The majority of us managed the tricky conditions to set up our final stage paddlers for big finishes in Swan Hill. Geoff Higgins and Jo Chapman
powered in for the Craics, numero uno, to deliver a
fantastic Paddy victory. Glenn Anderson and
Annette Kendall beamed with joy to secure fifth
position for the Shacks and Rae and Alex
Lesniowski motored across the line in great style
for a highly respectable 12th position for the
Whacks.

Shane Cavagna and replacement paddlea
Richard Rossitel, finished in fine form, whilst
Andrew McCormell, who had only decided to do
the full distance (for the firsl time) some five weeks
before the race, completed the event with great elation in 6th position.
It goes without saying that we celebrated long
into the night at Swan Hill's Oasis Hotel, the centre
point of our festivities. But paddling and partying
aside, the Marathonwas a great opportunity for the
paddies, and indeed many other competitors, to
change tack and concentrate their energies on the
big event and not be preoccupied with the daily
demands of jobs, families and relationships.
Amongst the Paddies, great friendships, reputations and memories were made. Another verse of
our team song says it all ...
The Craics do the max, the lMacks just relax,
and the Shacks just party all night;
We are a teatn, we're bloody keen, together we're

watertight!
Chorus:

Let's paddle on, thrashing soeryone,
Let's paddle on, the Paddies are number one.

Salurdau Cappuccino Run
Ihe Cappuccino Run, held on rnosl Saiurdag momiqgs,
is a hgendarg,wesklg werrl bmuglrt about
FCC club
membet, Rose Curlis, in a quest lo quench her appetite
foi paddling and great cappuccinos.

\

Itose inlerested gatlmr at lhe dub on 8afuidag,

fion 9.@arn

onwards, gSt into their bosts and orrlo
the dver af lOarn, and rnake lheh wag domstream lo
the Studleg hrk Boalhouse. Ceppuccino's arc odered
all round and club members caich up on all the gosr$p
and generallg relo< and enjog a mrial chat
atnongsl grcd Yana scerrerg.

Particioalind in a Cauouccino Run
is ari evfl nol lo'6e missed!
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Extreme sports in lndia 0r up the Ganges
without a paddle
by Peter Thompson

ln early February I was fortunate enough to travel
Ito India for the first time. The reason for my trip
was essentially to visit the factory which supplies
our imported range of cricket equipment, supplementing our own locally manufactured cricket
balls (Kookaburra of course!).
My destination was Meerut, a fair sized town of
1.5 million people about 3 hours drive north from
Delhi - and this is where the excitement really

usually just outside my window.
Being in an affluent area also meant a chorus of

generators constantly cutting in whenever the
power supply failed, which happened frequently,
day and night.
Although the family was close knit, I never ate
with the women, and on the several occasions
when I was taken out for meals, it was definitely
boys only.

Food was not a gteat problem as my host very
carefully scrutinised what I could and shouldn't
evening and for the next 3 hours sat in the back of
eat, and always, always insisted on bottled water,
even for cleaning teeth. The only exception to this
a very compact car with my heart well and truly in
my mouth. Although I had
was the libetal use of good
,
been briefed about "Having Seen SOme Of the
Scotch for washing down-and
driving in India,I was in no waterways during my Stay in
para.
!
.
wavDreDaredforitsrealitv.
i.
1
r
rsuD'
mv rparanora,
'
_'- no way
'--r
"r qlmlnlsneq
"-------.,_. an
Driving in India is truIy
tight
and the contemplation of a
extreme sport.
began!

I was picked up from the airport on a Saturday

pleasant paddle conjured up
"bashing it in" with a shovel
rather than a paddle."

to trucks with

overwhetming

loads of goodness knows what. This would all be
vaguely manageable if it were not for the complete
lack of adherence to any rules and complete faith in
homs to clear a way through the chaos.
Cars passing trucks passing bicycles was fine
except for exactly the same formation charging
from the opposite directiory all with high beams
and homs blaring. This sure beats the hell out of
white water rafting or bungee jumping for an adrenilin rush and the miracle was that everything
seemed to avoid collision.
All this i^ my first 3 hours in Lrdia. At about
midnight, my host announced that we were
approaching his house.

As we tumed into a driveway, two men in khaki
army-ish uniforms swung the gates open, stood to
attention and saluted as we drove through. I had
mixed feelings of feeling important and feeling
uacomfortable but I made a mental note to run
this past my good wife Bronwen on my return, as a
possibility for our Hawthorn compound.
Home was a very large, very comfortable house
with acres of marble surrounding my stay for the
next week.

a pleasant paddle conjured up
"bashing it in" with a shovel rather than a paddle.
AII manner of washing and ablutions appeared
to be done by all manner of people and animals
wherever there was water be it rivers, channels or

drains. Obviously water is very much a shared,
reusable resource in Lrdia.
But I should retum to the focus of my visit.
My host's family business, Sanspareils
Greenlands, or SG, is the largest manufacfurer of
cricketing equipment in [rdia and employs around
600 people. It manufactures under its own name for
the local lrdian market and also manufactures and

exports equipment for the likes of ourselves
(Kookaburra), Gray Nicolls and Slazenger.
The factory is a large, modern (by Indian
standards) building of concrete walls and floors.
The workforce is almost entirely male, except for a
few women working in the office and I saw no
evidence of child labouq, and some evidence of the
positively geriatric extreme.
The cheapness of labour was in evidence everywhere, with people involved in multitudes of
menial tasks, picking up, carrying, putting down,
running errands or simply getting water for the
boss (Gunga Din lives).

I felt very comfortable with all the usual modcons, al*rough some things took a little getting
used to. Our friends on the gate tended to roam the
grounds all night, one armed with a rifle of about

Workplaces were very basic and most of the production workers and craftsmen stood or squatted,
without the luxury of a chai-q, for t hours a day, six

tones,

Continued on page 9.

WWII vintage, both muttering

8

in low
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Extreme sport in lndia... continued
days a week. Any guarding of the few machines in
the place was virtually non-existent, but despite
this there appeared to be no missing limbs or digits.
This was fortunate as in many cases, toes were
necessary as workpiece clamps.
Looking over their cricket ball production was
like harking back to our methods of 100 years ago
and although almost everything was done by hand,
it was done with breathtaking skill and ease. It is

interesting to note that despite this highly skilled
workforce which we would pay dearly for here,
their main concern was to cut material costs before
labour costs.
My lasting impression of my brief stay h Meerut
was the sheer number of people. Driving through
the old town meant crawling through a throng of
people, bicycles, tricycle rickshaws, scooters with
whole families aboard, three-wheeled taxis each
putting world car crturuning records to shame, cars,
trucks, buses, all with a liberal smattering of free
range pigs and, of course/ sacred cows.
Along these narrow roads and through the
markets were endless, cubby-hole sized shops and
businesses, with all manner of enterprise being
conducted inside and out, even to the extent of bus
building. This went on well into the night, and it

was a wonder to me where all these people went
when it was time to go home.
My other lasting impression is of the smell and
the taste. Ever present and long remembered, it is
no doubt a combination of food, humanity, animals
and other unseen influences.
Before leaving [rdia, it was my privilege to visit
Agra and the truly remarkable and magnificent Taj
Mahal, and the equally impressive Red Fort. These
were in stark contrast to what I had experienced in
the previous week, and were truly awe inspiring in
their size and the detail and extent of workmanship.

After some even more extreme kamikaze
driving, it was back to Delhi. It was amazing to see
that, even on a major divided freeway traffic maintained its general state of chaos, and some vehicles
managed to overcome the challenge of the median
strip, and make it through to the other side! By this
time I was rather frightened to find myself
becoming marginally immu4e to the terror of it all.
After a bustling day of shopping in Delhi, it was
back to the relative calm of Melbourne and the
placid old Yarra, which might be muddy, but at
least I can go for a paddle without disturbing
someone's washing.
See

Peter Thornpson.

Rogaining first timers
W*Tlrryr;:ffffi:

different?

we, rogaining

Our friends Phil Smyth and Lara D'abreo (fairly
experienced rogainers) invited Trm and myself to join
them in what would be our first Rogain. Nothing too

daunting - just the 1999 AusChamps.
Held on the weekend of the 23/24 October 1999,
this was a 24 hour event starting at midday on
Saturday and finishing at midday Sunday.
Rogaining is the sport of cross-country navigation
in whidr teams of 2-5 people navigate using a map
and compass to find checkpoints during a 6,8,12 or
24 hour time period. Rogaining also takes you into
areas that are not normally available to walkers.
Tim and I had our first navigating lessons at Phil
and Lara's kitchen table during one of several "here's
what you're getting into" sessions.

The event was held at Shelley in North East
Victoria and we arrived there in plenty of time to get
ou-r tents set up, packs packed and receive our kits
including the most important item - the maps. While
Tim, Phil and Lara worked on the best route to get
maximum points for our abilities,I displayed one of
mybetter skills - contacting the maps to protect them
from the weather.
There were good and bad moments n +he 73 1,/2
hours we were out there. The good moments were

you on the water.

by Meron Scott

finding the dreckpoints, the views and the checkpoint that was at the pub - beer/red wine all round.
The bad moments were "where is that !@?t#!# check-

point" and losing track of time and distance to
discover ourselves 31./2},,:to:urs away from the hash
house and our terrts, when we wanted to retum.
We staggered/hobbled in at 1.30am to Spag Bog,
Hr:ngarian Goulash and soup which helped to warrn
or:r bodies from the inside and hot showers which
helped the outside.
Six hours sleep later and it was back to the hash
house for breakfast, to drat to other rogainers about
how they had gone and watch others who were just
finishing. Rogaining is similar to paddling as people
of all ages participate and you can be easily outclassed by someone 20 years older

than you.

Apart from the
fact that my lrrees

didn't work too
well for the next
few days, our first
rogain was a great

experience and
we'll be out there

Phil Smyth, Tim and Meron Scott

again soon.

the morning after. Photo:

-

LaraD'abrs
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The New Zealand Report
Oru, (G'day). WelI, after 2 L/2 months of
IUiving in Wellington we have decided that there
is only one way to describe this city: training
paradise! The many different walking tracks,
mountain biking trails and dilferent areas of the
harbour make it very easy to get out and be active
- which is exactly what we have been doing.
Several times a week we find a different walk to
do, and they are all spectacular. The native bush is
beautiful and the views of the harbour and city are
stunning from the hills that surround Wellington"
We've bought mountain bikes and have been
exploring some great tracks on them.
We are slowly building up our collection of
"toys" - as well as the mountain bikes we finally
bought some multi-sport kayaks last week and got
out on the water for the first time on the r.veekend.
We decided to explore an inlet at Porirua
Harbour which is only 10 minutes from where we
are living. It was a perfect morning - the weather
was mild and the water was calm, a beautiful
serene setting, we thought! That was until a huge
monster jumped out of the water and head-butted
my kayak, glving me such a fright that I nearly fell
out. The huge monster tumed out to be a large
Stingray, and there were quite a few of them in the
inlet. Each time we paddled over one that was
nestled in the sand on the bottom in the shallow
areas it would jump up out of the water at us before
swimming away.
While there are no rivers suitable for paddling in
Wellingon, there are plenty of different areas in the
main harbour to train, as well as Porirua Harbour.
Wellington definitely lives up to it's name of
"Windy Wellington", but it is just a matter of lrrowing which area to go to depending on the direction
of the wind. There is nearly always a calm area to
paddle in, and being in multi-sport kayaks me€ms
that we can handle conditions that you wouldn't go
out in with a K1 or TK1.
In between all this walking, rnountain biking
and paddling David has been very busy in his new
job, which is offering plenty of challenges. Nothing
has come up for me as yet in terms of work, but
hopefully it will soon. In the meantime, I'm making
the most of being a tourist and of having the time
to go running, swimming and cycling. I've
competed in a duathalon and a triathalon, which
were lots of fun and a good way to meet people.
We had a week in Christchurch in late January.
David was there for a work conference and I was
able to explore this very beautiful ciirr A trip on the
tanz Alpine Railway which goes from the East
coast to the West coast was the highlight of the
week: the scenery down there in the SouthernAlps
is fantastic. Another highlight was a trip to
Kaikoura where we went on a whale watching tour.

l[ia
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by Kerryn Flatt

We saw 6 sightings of sperm whales and got some
great photos. I've also done a day trip on the Ferry
that travels from Wellington on the North Island to

Picton on the South Island, sailing tluough the
beautiful Marlborough Sounds area.
We've found a great place to live in Wellington:
the house is only a year old and has 4 bedrooms plenty of room for guests so we hope that lots of

will come and visit us. We are in one
of the outer suburbs and look out over paddocks
with lots of sheep (of course!), but as Wellington is
so compact we are still only 10-15 minutes from the
cify. The house is up on a hill and sometimes gets
covered in cloud and we can't see past our back
fence, but when it's clear it's a nice view over the
FCC members

cor.rntryside.

Anyone planning to do the ]Ll.Challenge would
love Wellington - in fact, we were thinking we
should run a training camp. Stay at our house, and
we can offer you plenty of mountains to run down
that will make Mt Buller seem reasonable, Lake
Eildon paddling conditions are available all year
round, and cycling the Wellington hills will
definitely prepare your legs for the Christrnas Hills!
Kiwi's are very keen on their sport. No matter
what the conditions are there are always lots of
people out running, cycling and paddling. Dragon
Boating is a huge sport here, and from watching
them train I think some of the Maori teams would
offer a good challenge to both the Heatherbrae and

DragonFly teams, so maybe you should add
Wellington to your list of races for next year.
Our brief visit back to Melboume in February
was made all the more enjoyable by doing the
Saturday morning Cappuccino Run. Thanks to
those of you who made it down to the club or
Studley Park that moming - it was great to catch
up with all of you. We just wish we'd had more
time to sit and chat. Anyway, we will be back at
least once, possibly twice more, this year.
Next weekend we're off to the South Island to do
a day of sea kayaking and a day of walking at
Queen Charlottes Pass in the Marlborough Sounds.
Hopefully the weather will be kind to us and
we'll see lots of dolphins, penguins and seals we'll give you a full report in our next article.
Bye

for now,

Kerryn Flatt B Daaid lerram

Our address is: L8 Nether Green Crescent,
Johnsonville, Wellington. Ph: (0q 4n 0$8.

If you're planning a trip to NZ, you're
welcome to stay with us.

How to make friends with a Frenchman
by Nick Richards

ff couple of weekends ago the last ITC regatta was
hheld in Sydney, being the last of the national

to see more canoes on the water, and thought the

back to Australia after 6 weeks in the UK and completely ice-bound USA, I figured it was fair enough
to fit my own life into things just a little bit).
As usual, I was able to pay a couple of extra bucks
to have my boat transported up on a Victorian trailer. UnJortunately George Wakim could not attend
due to his own work and family comrnitnents, so I
called the Sydney guys to ask if there were any
"spare" right hand paddlers up there, to give myself
another race, some experience with another paddle1,
to grve another paddler some more experience,'and
to generally have a bit more fun than just your ordinary weekend of racing. UnJortunately there were
no spare right handers, however the Sydney guys
were prepared to lend me one of their old club boats
if I did happen to land a stray partrer.

position has a specific function in the C2, and both
are absolutely necessary to get right to ensure the

sprint regattas before the National Championships. I
was lucky enough to be able to arrange a work trip
to coincide with that weekend, (having just retumed

Arriving at the course I noticed some familiar
of the French and
Spanish canoe teams. With boat measuring and

faces and outfits, being those

weighing complete and a short paddle to warrn up,
I decided to try my luck at finding a partrer. The
Spanish were only there to train, and had not
entered the regatta. The French, however, had
entered ttre races, and had only one C2 between 4
paddlers. Hmmmm.
It took a while to summon the courage, but it was
clear the options were to make another set of friends

or make a fool of myself. Having made plenty of
friends this way, there was little risk of becoming a
fool.
The reactiors of the Frenchies to being invited to
paddle a C2 race "today" were quite funny - first

they were disbelieving. Next they were laughing
uncontrollably. Next they suggested that their trainer
(an ex-right hand paddle4 now sporting a tubby
physique and stopwatch) may be interested, but I
leew it was a joke by the neryous look on his face. I
walked away mildly humitated but we all had
smiles on our faces.
Less than 5 minutes later I heard running footsteps behind me. Expecting to greet a cousin who I
often catch up with at sudr events, I was sulprised to
see one of the Frenchies approaching. "Were you
serious about paddling C2?" "Of course", I replied.
"Have you got aboat?" "I think so...", was my reply.
First I leamt that his name was Eric and then introduced myself. Over the next hal-f hour we negotiated with the Sydney guys to lend us a boat and some
kreeling blocks, with the officials to let us race, and
again the Sydney guys to drive to their club and
collect the boat for us. Luckily the officials were keen

idea of us teaming up was rather quaint.
Having taken the boat off the roof just in time to
get on the water to reach the start in time, we agreed

that

I

would paddle front, and Eric rear. Each

boat runs properly. Luckily Eric has been representing France since L989, and could paddle in either
position. The boat had a couple of brackets that we
cor:ld seat the lcreeling blocks In, and though they
did not fit properly, we figured they should sit there
okay for 500 metres.
Paddling over the wann up course towards the
start felt okay, but then almost anyone can feel good
at 80"h effort. As we approached the start line and
found we still had 5 minufes before starting, we
decided to try a starting effort. Luckily we both do
exactly the same procedure of 3 deep and 10 fast so
we gave it a go and it felt reasonable. Not great but
certainly showed some degree of control. We decided
not to worry too much about anything, as it was
only a small race for fun. The other French team and
the Sydney guys should not feel threatened.
Time for the start.
It's a great feeling to lrrow within a few strokes of
the start that you will beat another boat. I think of it

as the guys beside you getting sucked into

a

vacuurn. They are no longer an issue, and you can

concentrate

on your own race. Although

we

concentrate on not looking, we usually have a serse
of what is going on without looking. The Sydney
guys were sucked into the vacuurn. Cool. Next goal
- get to the 250 mark with something left to kick to
the finish with.
Surprisingly for being just a week back from the

USA,

I felt good at the 250. Eric started getting

enthusiastic, calling "go go go" a couple of times.
Bummer. He'd looked across and seen that we were
in front of the French team. Just what I didn't want
to lorow
As it should in the dying stages of a 500, the pace
picked up. It picked up as if we were rabbits scared
by a close call with a fox. On the finish line we had a
look across and to my amazement we beat the
French team by about half a length. The Sydney
guys had a few lengths to go, and the other junior

team struggled in the wash. Nothing could wipe
the smile from my face. The French team were

disgusted. The Sydney guys probably wished they
hadn't offered their boat, and Eric's smile looked a
bit like mine.
The finish line judges weighed us in at 2kg over,
and the boat went back into the rafters of Peruith
Kayak Club. Another lucky day, my fifteen minutes
of fame ticking very quickly away.......
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Warning

- Flying Boats!

New arriva!

There has besr one instance of a canoe being blown off its upper rack in high
winds. Please ensure your rack is covered in carpet or similar material or your
boat is suspertded by straps. These are temporary measures until a more
permanent solution is readred.

If you have any ideas of how to stop flying boats please call Stephen Beitz on
03 9859 4630 or 0472968729 or ematl Stephen at: reefelec@eisa.net.au

Thomas and Leanne Szigeti
celebrated the safe arrival of

their baby daughter, Lauren on
Monday 28 Feb 2000.
Lauren isZoh's 3rd granddrild.

Slip ol the tougue

The latest Gappucinno Run acoessory

Rose Curtis to everyone at the last

Tired of losing your cappuccino

bee:

'tum

money in your boat?

the racks arotrnd" working
"I'm not making any more
coffee. I want a power tool job!"

Well here is Rose Curtis's
answer - her handy zip pwse,

FGG

complete with altemating

FCC extends its thanks to

butterflies and flowers
depending on which way you
look at it and how many
cappuccinos you've had!

Arthur Howard for donating
original clubroom paperwork
dating back to 1924 and Freddy
]ordon who has donated his

Welcome to the lollowing new Club members since
December 1999

Andrew Selby-Smith
)ulian Mnce
Phillip Vince
Annie Stephenson

Trifon Skortdrev
Eleanor Whyte
Alastair Richards

Roger van Wensveen
Scott Everett
Sharon Mason

Annemarie Rolls
Jim Anderson
Helen Neill
Lisa Ellis

Ms IeeWalker

David Richards

photos of the old FCC dubroom
(before it was demolished

Missing Lileiacket
Kerryn is missing one of her
lilejackets that she lent to
members to use at marathon
races in 1999. lt is a yellow
Helly Hansen vest jaoket.
lf anyone knows whelt
il is please conlact M€ron

Scott on 98367172.

Ilont be shy!

Social helpers needed!

want to l<rtow what
you've been up to contribute an article to the
next FCC Newsletter.

energetic paddlers to join our
Social/fundraising team and

We are looking for dynamic,

We

help continue to provide fun and
innovative FCC social events.

Contribution deadiine:
23 April 2000

Contact Rose Guriis on

9484 3929

Gritique ol FCC new K4
The Victorian Sprint Championships were held in Nagambie over the Labour Day

weekend.

It

was here that a few FCC members leamed the club had recently

arranged to acquire a secondhand K4 from Compcraft Kayaks. We decided it was
time to try it out. Braving speed boats, water skiers and the notoriously rough Lake
Nagambie to get to the serenity of the Goulbum River, here's what the four "test
float" members had to say:
Rose Curtis - "Let' s head straight for Chateau Tahbilk. Keep paddling ,boys. . ."
George Wakim - "Why is it that I feel so comfortable here, yet the other three
kayakers feel so unstable?"
\tVill Darlington - "Whid:r official do we ask to have ourselves sdreduled into the
Open K4 1000 metres race?"
Nick Richards - "There's definitely something wrong here. IAIhy do I have to keep
bracing on the left?"
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in

1981).

Need a new boat rack?
CaIl Stephen Beitz on 03 9859 4630
or 04L2968 729 or email Stephen at:
reefelec@eisa.net.au

Accommodation wanted for 1
person, close to club. Needs
independmce, Bpace/ not often
home. Looking for dreap and
comfortable digs for short medium temr. ItVill consider self
contained arrangement or shared
accommodation. Contact Nick on
0477 138 464 or 9265 8900.

